Please make the following amendments to the 3/25/2015 ICC Public Utilities Bench Session transcript:

Page 1:13 – replace “del” with “DEL”;
Page 7:12 – replace “Dominick’s” with “Dominic’s”;
Page 7:13 – replace “Pizzeria’s” with “Pizzeria”;
Page 7:16 – replace “del” with “DEL”;
Page 7:19 – delete “of”;
Page 8:1 – replace “contains” with “concludes”;
Page 8:9 – insert “for” after “move”;
Page 9:1 – replace “del” with “DEL”;
Page 14:4 – replace “exclusively” with “explicitly”;
Page 15:17 – replace “del” with “DEL”;
Page 18:1 – replace “del” with “DEL”;
Page 18:6 – replace “utilities’” with “utility’s”;
Page 25:7 – replace “del” with “DEL”.
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